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Abstract Parallel and distributed B-tree structures and their concurrency control protocols for shared-nothing parallel database systems have been proposed and are being developed in connection with the related technological advancements such as clustered computers. We focus specially on the performance of the concurrency control protocols for parallel B-trees and consider the possibility and suitability of introduction of preemptive split or merge method to them. We propose a protocol, called PO-P, in which preparatory operations are used during traversals of updater processes, and we expect this protocol can serve as a good alternative to the present protocols for parallel B-trees.
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1. Introduction

Shared-nothing parallel database systems are being an interesting subject of study in terms of scalability and availability to tackle large-scale data processing problems. Shared-nothing parallel database systems comprise independent processing elements (called PE or node) each of which has own memory, disk and CPU, and are interconnected via high-speed network.

In shared-nothing parallel database systems, each PE is able to serve a request to read, update or search a tuple. If the serving PE has no further information to perform the request, it can transfer the request to the appropriate PE to continue the service.

Parallel B-trees are being considered to be well suited for fast and sequential retrievals and management of data partitioned across PEs by value ranges. And their concurrency control protocols are being proposed, for instance, Fat-Btree [1] and its concurrency control protocol INC-OPT [2]. We focus our study on concurrency control protocols for parallel B-trees.

2. Concurrency Control in Parallel B-trees

There are processes of two types run on B-trees: retrieval (e.g., read or search a tuple) and update (e.g., insert or delete a tuple). In general, concurrency control protocol in B-tree is for how to run processes on the tree so that the throughput of the system is the maximum. The throughput is the number of operations done per unit of time i.e., degree of concurrency. During the concurrent operations, the processes on the tree must keep the physical consistency of the tree. While one process changes an index node, another process is not allowed to read the node. To avoid such inconsistency, concurrency control protocols use locks and latches.

2.1 Locks and Latches

Both lock and latch are the mechanisms to regulate the access of the processes into tree’s nodes. In general, lock is for logical consistency of a data object while latch is for physical consistency of a data object, and the former is more complex and more expensive than the latter one. Thus a concurrency control protocol that uses latch is expected to be better, however it must be designed as deadlock free because latch mechanism does not have deadlock detection. We will assume in this paper latches. Retrieval and update processes use different kind of latches. Granule latches and their compatibilities are illustrated in Fig 1. ‘Y’ means the corresponding latches are compatible. Retrieval processes use IS and S latches while update processes use IX, X and SIX latches. IS means intended shared latch, IX means intended exclusive and SIX means intended shared-exclusive latch on the descendant nodes. From the Fig 1, if a process holds a IS latch on a node, another process can get IX latch on the node.
Fig. 1 Latch compatibility matrix

Processes use latch-coupling technique during its traversal from the root node. The latch-coupling comprises of the following steps:

1. Determine the next child from the node on which the process already has a latch.
2. Acquire latch on the child node.
3. Release the parent node’s latch.

Retrieval processes can use S or IS latch-coupling whereas update processes are able to use X, IX and SIX latch-coupling.

2.2 Related Work

In [2], they described that conventional concurrency control protocols for B-tree such as Bayer-Schkolnick’s B-X, B-SIX, B-OPT [6], OPT-DLOCK [9], ARIES/IM [7] and B-link [8] are not suitable for parallel B-trees, and revealed that a special protocol is necessary. Since the case for read process is easy to solve, we mostly will describe about on update process.

The INC-OPT is an optimistic protocol, which differs from the B-OPT in the second phase when a structure modification operation (SMO) such as split or merge happens during an update. During SMO, INC-OPT releases all the previously obtained latches and traverses again from the root by IX latch-coupling until the top update scope node whereupon it gets X latches on the whole update scope. The update scope could be the path from the root to the desired leaf, in the worst case.

As an alternative, we study the suitability of introduction of preparatory operations (PO) into parallel B-tree’s concurrency control. If a node has full or insufficient entries then it will be referred to as an unsafe node, otherwise as a safe node. If an entry is inserted into or deleted from unsafe node then that will cause split the node or merge with another node, respectively. If an unsafe node is found on the way of update process’s traversal from B-tree’s root to the desired leaf, the process does split or merge operations which are called preparatory operations (PO) on the unsafe node for making it a safe node. There are some top-down concurrency protocols named TD-X, TD-SIX and TD-OPT [3][4] in which POs are used, however, they are designed for conventional B-tree.

According to these protocols, a process traverses using lock coupling from the root to the target leaf, and during the traversal, it checks the child node to know whether it is safe or unsafe. If any unsafe node occurs it locks both parent and child nodes, then does PO and continue its traversal. A read process lock traverses using IS lock coupling in the all three protocols. In TD-X, update process uses X tree lock coupling during traversal thus blocks other processes on the locked node(s). In TD-SIX, update process uses SIX lock coupling, thus allows other read process to read the locked node but not other update processes. If the process faces an unsafe node, it tries to convert SIX locks into X. In contrast, an update process in TD-OPT has two phases when it encounters an unsafe node. Until the unsafe node occurs it lock couples using IX then releases the lock and traverses again from the root using SIX lock coupling.

As for the performance, TD-OPT outperforms other two protocols but in the second phase, it still blocks much other update processes. Making propagated updates into some small operations and also its simplicity are the interesting aspects of this approach for the parallel B-tree.

3. PO-P Protocol

We propose optimistic PO-P (preparatory operations-parallel) concurrency control as an alternative protocol for parallel B-tree structure. If a node to be read is not available on the PE the request will be sent along with request type, search key and remote starting node address to the appropriate PE. The intended latches such as IS or IX are only used on local nodes. A read process will start as getting IS latch on the root as in other optimistic protocols. Further traversal will use IS latch coupling until the desired leaf is found. The leaf will be latched with S latch. If the leaf is on the PE then all the nodes along the traversal reside on the same PE.

For an update process, it will start from root node by IX latch coupling as TD-OPT does. If the updater encounters an unsafe node along the path until to the leaf, the leaf will be X latched and updated, and the process is complete. However, during the traversal if the update process finds unsafe node (that necessitates PO), it releases parent’s IX latch, then restart its traversal from
the root again. In the second phase, the update process traverses the tree down by IX latch coupling to obtain X latches on the parent and unsafe node of the previous traversal. The process tries to get X latch on the parent and its copies on other PE-s, after that tries to get also X latch on the child and its copy nodes. After all the necessary latches are obtained the process starts PO on the child and reflect the change in the parent. POs on the copy nodes will be done in parallel.

In Fig.2, PO-P protocol is shown in detail.

```plaintext
1. height := H; unsafe_node := No;
2. Parent := NULL; Child := ROOT; h := 1;
3. while h < height do begin
4.   latch IX on Child; unlatch Parent;
5.   if Child is unsafe then begin
6.     unlatch Child; height := h-1;
7.     unsafe_node := Yes; goto 2; end;
8.   else begin
9.     Parent := Child; Determine nextChild;
10.    Child := nextChild; h := h+1; end;
11. end;
12. end;
13. if unsafe_node = Yes then begin
14.   latch X on Child and its copies;
15.   unlatch Parent; Parent := Child;
16.   Determine nextChild; Child := nextChild;
17.   latch X on Child and its copies;
18.   perform appropriate POs on Child;
19.   unlatch Parent’s copies, Child and its copies;
20.   Determine the appropriate Child;
21.   unsafe_node := No; height := H;
22.   h:=h+1; goto 3;
23. end;
24. latch X on Child; unlatch Parent;
25. if Child is unsafe then goto 6;
26. else update Child; unlatch Child;
```

Fig.2 PO-P protocol.

In shared-nothing parallel B-tree structure, some nodes are replicated across the PE-s and their information is reachable from the corresponding parent nodes. We assume distributed latch manager and latching on the nodes which have remote copies on another PE-s will be obtained by requesting to the remote latch managers in sequential order as same as INC-OPT. Only X latch will be requested remotely if it is necessary. PO-P uses latches so must be deadlock free, and must persist B-tree’s physical consistency.

**Theorem 2.1:** The PO-P protocol is deadlock free.

**Proof.** For the remote copy nodes across many PE-s, latching process will use sequential order of the related PE’s order. Suppose a node A is replicated as A1 on PE1 and A2 on PE2 and An on PEN. Then let’s assume 2 processes on different PEi and PEj (i, j ⊆ 1…n) try to get latch on the copies starting from PE1 to PEN. Since local latch manager on PEi gives only one of them, the remaining one will wait until the succeeded process releases the latch on PE0. From this, no deadlock will happen in this case. Next, we consider deadlocks of different nodes. Let’s take a process p and a process q, which precedes p along its traversal path from the root to the target leaf. If a deadlock occurs between these processes, p holds a node on which q wants to have a latch. It means that the node is child node for p and parent node for q due to PO-P’s traversal. It is impossible because of B-tree descendant order and latch-coupling technique. When a re-traversal occurs, the p releases its latch on child node due to PO-P. Thus, this situation will not happen. Hence, it is proved that PO-P to be a deadlock free protocol.

**Theorem 2.2:** The PO-P keeps the physical consistency of B-tree structure.

**Proof.** Read processes will not cause any change to the physical structure of B-tree. During IS latch coupling, once a node is IS latched, any POs will not be made on the children nodes. If the child node is determined to be located on some other PEs, the process transfers the request to one of them on random basis. The sending process will unlatch the parent node after the sending process is complete. The receiving process is supposed to continue the traversal from the subsequent level, however if it is not able to get IS latch on the node, it must restart from the root. Otherwise, an update effect on the node may lead the process’s traversal into wrong direction. Therefore, the retrieval process will navigate correctly and will see the tree consistently.

Despite using IX latches, update processes traverse down the tree in a similar way with retrieval processes until they find unsafe children nodes. Before an update all the necessary latches are obtained including copy nodes. A deadlock free protocol will be used to latch copy nodes. Other
processes will not be able to get latch on the nodes of the scope. Updating the leaf will not cause any SMO as well any propagated update up to the higher levels because there will not be any remained unsafe node on the path of the process from the root to the leaf. The leaf is also checked before the update whether it is safe or not. Only after the updates are done on all the nodes, the latches are released. Multiple concurrent POs and leaf updates can occur simultaneously, however, their update scopes don’t go crossed. Therefore, every process will keep B-tree’s portion as consistently. Thus, PO-P will always keep the whole B-tree physically consistent.

4. Expected Performance Results

PO-P is designed to work on shared-nothing parallel B-tree such as Fat-Btree. Hence, low latch synchronization cost, high throughput performance and short response time must be taken care of on it. For read processes no difference from INC-OPT. If there is no unsafe node during an update process, it will also be the same as INC-OPT. But, in case of some unsafe node on the path of the update process, it will need to make same number of restarts from the root in order to do the respective POs to the unsafe nodes. We could compare PO-P with TD-OP because they both use the same PO approach. But in case of unsafe node occurrence, TD-OP starts traversing SIX and thus blocks other update processes, it means lowering throughput performance. PO-P looks similar with INC-OPT, but the difference is PO-P is using POs in parallel situation. In Fig.3 an example of a parallel B-tree, which has 3 levels and distributed on 3 PEs. Assume a process on PE1 recognize during its traversal that lower two nodes are unsafe. In case of using INC-OPT, the process in its second traversal will get latches on the scope and on root nodes of PE2 and PE3. The processes on PE2 and PE3 will wait until PE1 completes the update and releases the latches. In this case, if the number of PEs increases the number of processes waiting will increase. And also the height of the scope increase, the waiting time can increase as well.

In case of using PO-P, first, the process latches only the root and the intermediate node. Then as soon as it completes PO on the node, the root nodes are released. This makes processes on PE2 and PE3 able to traverse the root while the process on PE1 performs PO on the intermediate and leaf nodes locally. Thus, PO-P is expected to outperform in case of such highly propagated updates. The probability of upper unsafe node occurrence in PO-P, and the probability of highly cascaded update occurrence in INC-OPT are intuitively close. Not necessary preparatory operations may seems to cause some overheads, but it will be balanced by fastening next processes not letting them to make any update propagation up to the upper nodes. And mostly, B-tree height is low, thus many simultaneous PO occurrence along any update process’s path is rare. PO-P does remote latch synchronization when only if the parent and/or child nodes have copies on other PEs and the child is unsafe. Thus, it is expected PO-P’s performance is not worse than INC-OPT and to be able to serve well as an alternative concurrency protocol for this kind of B-tree.

Fig. 3 An example of parallel B-tree on a parallel machine

5. Experiments and Results

In order to see PO-P’s performance practically, we implemented it and INC-OPT protocol on a small Fat-Btree as a base parallel on a shared-nothing parallel machine. According to Fat-Btree structure, each copy node has its appropriate information of own copy and remote children on separate pages, which is accessible from the node. We use 4kB for page, and 208B for tuple. Therefore, an index node can have \( \lceil 4096 - 32 \rceil = 507 \) entries at max. And a leaf page can hold \( \lfloor (4096 - 32) / 208 \rfloor = 19 \) tuples at max.

5.1 Communications between PEs

We use LAM/MPI 6.5.8 implementation for the point-to-point communications between PEs. MPI
provides easy to program primitives such as MPI_Send and MPI_Recv. Both sending and receiving operations can be either blocking or non-blocking. If threads are used in request processing they need to communicate with other remote threads by message, therefore MPI implementation used in the experiment must be thread-safe and support multi-thread communication.

5.2 System Structure

The general system structure is shown in Fig 4. We assume three workstations connected through network as the underlying shared-nothing parallel machine. The PEs numbered from 1 through 3 have same specifications shown in Table 1. All the implementations are done in main memory of the machines because we focused on measuring the performance of concurrent control protocols. We use PE0 for the tree initialization, and request generator to the parallel machine. PE0 does the following:

1. Initialize the global B-tree on it.
2. Distribute the tree to PE1-PE3 according to the pre-determined value ranges.
3. After completing step 2, send requests.

In Table 2, the initial B-tree configurations, which are used in the experiments, are listed. After step 2, PE1 through PE3 becomes ready to receive requests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing elements</th>
<th>CPU speed</th>
<th>Memory size</th>
<th>OS and version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE0</td>
<td>296MHz</td>
<td>128MB</td>
<td>SunOS 5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE1–PE3</td>
<td>248MHz</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First column is sizes of the initially inserted tuples ranging from 50K to 130K, next is the corresponding tree height, and next 3 columns are number of nodes in the levels. In the fourth column, the intermediate nodes occupancies are also showed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuples</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>N1(1)</th>
<th>N2(2)</th>
<th>N3(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 (92%)</td>
<td>3728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 (74%)</td>
<td>6021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 (77%)</td>
<td>6713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 (82%)</td>
<td>7472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130,000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32 (59%)</td>
<td>9723</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A request consists of:

1. Type (retrieval | update)
2. Key (attribute value).

We assume here only insert operations for update and read operations for retrieval. In each experiment, PE0 sends 6000 requests. In Table 3, system’s initial performance data is given. Remote local latch overhead is rather higher than the local latch because of messaging cost and also waiting time for other process to release latch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System performance</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication throughput of the network:</td>
<td>18Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message setup time:</td>
<td>93ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access time for a page in memory:</td>
<td>1.5ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latch overhead in a local PE:</td>
<td>2.5ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latch overhead to a remote PE:</td>
<td>419ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Request processing on a PE

Each PE has request processing logical module, which is illustrated in Fig 5. Request reception module receives requests, which can be originated from PE0 or transferred from another PE. Depending on the type, the reception will give the request to one of the modules: retrieval request processing and update request processing. That
two modules traverse the tree and interacts with latch manager in order to obtain appropriate latches on the nodes. Each PE has local latch manager, which is responsible for latch and unlatching of local nodes. During update operations on copy nodes, update process may make remote latch requests to remote latch managers for copy nodes.

The difference of the two protocols lies in update request processing part, especially in case of node splits. Only split SMO is considered in this paper because merge SMO is similar. If an SMO happens on copy nodes, the initiating PE must send to other PEs the whole parent scope information, while PO-P sends only one level up information.

In the first experiment, only one PE manages the tree nodes and the operations on the tree. The data is located on one place and, all the requests are done sequentially.

5.4 The Performance Results of the two protocols

Four experiments results will be discussed in this section. First three experiments have only difference that is the number of PEs, which ranges from 1 through 3. The results of the four experiments are shown in figures 6 to 8. The vertical axis of all the graphs denote throughput i.e., main performance degree. The horizontal axis of the first three graphs shows the changes of update ratios in the number of requests. Update ratio ranges from 0 to 100% by 20% increase, because the difference of the two protocols will be observed in case of high update rates. In the fourth experiment, we intended to see the performance when the number of tuples increases.

In the first experiment, only one PE manages the tree nodes and the operations on the tree. The data is located on one place and, all the requests are done sequentially.
When number of update ratio increase around 60% the PO-P shows slight improvements. The throughput is very low because no parallel operations are done. In Fig 7, two of PEs involves. The throughput is improved than previous one for both protocols however much performance difference between is not observed.

In Fig 8, three of PEs participates in the experiment. The throughput is increased than previous two experiments because of parallel data processing. We could see slight difference between them when update ratio grows from 80% up to 100%. We choose the B-tree initial configuration so that the intermediate nodes have 70%-100% occupancy i.e, intermediate node split will often occur. When the intermediate splits often occur, INC-OPT often latches all the root nodes and will not release them until it finishes the update. Instead, PO-P releases the root nodes as soon as the process completes split of the intermediate node. When number of PE and the tree height increases the difference will be bigger.

In Fig 9, the result of the last experiment is shown when the number of data increases. As the number of tuples increases the performance increases for both protocol. All the data is stored in main memory that is cache hit rate is 100%. Therefore, throughput is not depending on the data size because access time is the same. The main influence is the occurrence of the intermediate nodes.

From the Table 2, we can see the initial node occupancy and number of the intermediate nodes. When the size of the tuples 50K, 80K and 90K, the occupancy is higher and the number of intermediate nodes is fewer than that of 100K and 130K. However, if the data is stored initially on disk, the throughput will decrease when the data size increases because cache hit rate becomes lower. From these experiments, we conclude that the performance of the PO-P is not worse anytime than the INC-OPT and may outperform INC-OPT in some cases.

6. Conclusions

We have proposed a protocol, named PO-P for shared-nothing parallel B-trees such as Fat-Btree, as an alternative. In our protocol, we adopted preparatory operations (PO) for update processes. Using PO enables highly propagated updates performed in separate small operations while other optimistic protocols perform it once on the whole scope. PO-P deals with only two levels latching all the time. This feature of the protocol makes the copy latch waiting time shorter for processes in the distributed environment. We expect PO-P’s performance will be better than the current methods when the number of PE increases and the update ratio is high and in other situations the protocol will show at least the same performance.

Our further work will include the improvements on the protocol, e.g., perform POs in case of they are really necessary.
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